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Introduction

The only ancient near eastern theomachic portrayal of world origins as mythic combat 

between deities or between a deity and chaos forces is the Babylonian enuma eliš.1  As a 

consequence of Marduk’s triumph, not only is the world formed (cosmology), but also the values 

and categories of civilization and society are established and legitimated (cosmogony). In other 

ANE literature of Mesopotamia as well as of Egypt and Canaan (i.e. Ugarit), mythic divine 

combat is associated not with world origins but rather with the ordering, legitimization, and 

maintenance of the socio-cultural elements of civilization.2  

 On the basis of the enuma eliš, one could construe a theoretical ideal typology of the 

mythic combat pattern associated with cosmology / creation. As a typology, it must remain 

theoretical since no other attestations of it are known. 

(1) Cosmological / cosmogonic tension leads to war against chaotic forces (often  
      depicted as primordial bodies of water and / or water inhabiting creatures);

(2) A divine champion emerges through victory over forces of chaos;  

(3) The divine pantheon / council bestows kingship upon this champion who not only
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1Cf. David Toshio Tsumura, Creation and Destruction: A Reappraisal of the Chaoskampf 
Theory in the Old Testament (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 36-57, 143-55, 182-97.    
For the Babylonian enuma eliš or “The Epic of Creation” see Stephanie Dalley, Myths from 
Mesopotamia: Creation, The Flood, Gilgamesh, and Others (Oxford: OUP, 1989), 228-77. 

2For Egyptian literature that portrays non-theomachic world origination as well as 

maintenance; cf. Jacobus van Dijk, “Myth and Mythmaking in Ancient Egypt,” in Civilizations of 
the Ancient Near East, ed. Jack M. Sasson (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1995), 3:1697-
1709 (hereafter cited as CANE) and Vincent Arieh Tobin, “Creation Myths,” in The Oxford 
Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt, ed. Donald B. Redford (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 
2:464-72 (hereafter cited as OEAE).  

For Canaanite divine combat myths which are not associated with cosmology (world 

origins), see Simon Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, SBL Writings from the Ancient 
World Series (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997).  



      structures the physical world (cosmology) but also establishes and legitimates the

      categories and values of civilization and society (cosmogony);3

(4) The victorious warrior-king builds his palace or temple; alternatively, one is built for     
      him in his honor; 

(5) The cosmos celebrates because it is secured from the threat of chaos (now largely

                  domesticated), and because the categories and values of civilization and its societal

      institutions are established and legitimated.4

 Owing to Israel’s tradition along an henotheistic / monolatrous / monotheistic trajectory, 

she made limited use of this theomachic pattern to explain cosmology and / or cosmogony. In 

Israel’s “mainstream” creation theology (Gen 1-2; Ps 33; Ps 104), Elohim / Yahweh does not 

struggle against divine rivals nor primordial chaos elements in his world creation actions. As a 

consequence, Israel did not posit a post-creation survival of primordial chaos forces in order to 

explain contingencies in the physical or moral realms. Nevertheless, there are biblical texts which 

indicate that Israel’s relationship to the ANE mythic combat motif was more complex than this 

brief dismissal implies.

At times, Israel’s thinkers daringly invoked aspects of this mythic pattern in her wisdom, 

poetic, and imaginative literature (i.e. Job, Psalms, and assorted prophetic and apocalyptic texts). 

In Israel, echoes of this mythic pattern served as a foil for the portrayal of Yahweh’s sovereignty. 

While Israel’s thinkers found the “chaos remainder” tradition useful in portraying the continuing 

eruption of exigencies and contingencies in society and in personal life, they consistently 

ethicized their existence to highlight human accountability. Eventually Israel would 

remythologize these chaos powers in order to conceptualize apocalyptic scenarios.
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3For a cogent discussion of cosmogony, see Richard J. Clifford, Creation Accounts in the 
Ancient Near East and in the Bible, CBQMS 26 (Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical 
Association of America, 1994), 1-10.

4Hermann Gunkel argued for the direct influence of this mythic combat pattern on the 
literature of ancient Israel in Schöpfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit, 1895, an abbreviated 

form of which was trans. by Charles A. Muenchow and published as “The Influence of 

Babylonian Mythology upon the Biblical Creation Story,” in Creation in the Old Testament, ed. 
Bernhard W. Anderson (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 25-52.  



In ancient Near Eastern thought, these chaos or anti-creational elements appear under a 

variety of names. Most of them are associated with primordial bodies of water or with creatures 

that inhabit them. Chart 1 below gives a fairly representative list of those that are mentioned in 

the Old Testament, the Apocrypha, and the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha.7 

Chart 1
“Forces / Elements of Chaos” Attested in the Old Testament

& Related Jewish Literature

bĕhēmôt—BEAST ...................................................... the terrestrial ‘beast’ of chaos  par excellence8

yam(m)—SEA ................................................................. a power of chaos requiring domestication9

livyātān—LEVIATHAN ............................................................ multi-headed sea creature of chaos10

mā́vet (môt) / ’ăb
¯
addôn—DEATH / DESTRUCTION ............................... power of death, infertility 11
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7Cf. James H. Charlesworth, ed., The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 2 vols. (Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday & Company Inc., 1983, 1985).

8B. F. Batto, “BEHEMOTH בהמות,” in Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible 
(hereafter cited as DDD), ed. Karel Van der Toorn, Bob Becking, and Pieter W. Van der Horst, 
2nd ed., (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 165-69. There exist no ANE counterparts 
philologically to bĕhēmôt outside the OT. For biblical references to this land creature portrayed 
as an element of chaos, see Job 40:15-24.  The plural connotes superlative power.

9F. Stolz, “SEA, ים, ” in DDD, 598-603 and 737-42, respectively. For biblical attestations 
of yam(m) cf. Isa 51:10 where we have attested yam(m) and ma‘ămaqqê-yam(m), “Sea” and 
“Depths of Sea,” respectively (for the latter, see also Ps 69:14[15]); Hab 3:8, 15; Ps 74:13a; Ps 
114:3, 5; Job 7:12, Job 9:8 (interpreting vĕdôrēk ‘al-bomŏtê yam = “he who treads upon the back 
of yamm (Sea),” cf. HALOT, 136; Job 28:14, and Job 38:8 (and probably also v. 15). See also Job 
26:12 (with the definite article, but clearly personified).  

10No biblical text portrays livyātān merely as ‘crocodile’; cf. Day, God’s Conflict, 95.  
See further C. Uehlinger, “LEVIATHAN  לויתן,” in DDD, 511-15. Biblical texts which attest 
Leviathan as a power of chaos include Isa 27:1; Job 3:8; 7:12; 41:1-34[40:25-41:26]; and Ps 

74:14. The attestation of Leviathan at Ps 104:26 along with that in Gen 1:21 may refer to “great 
creatures of the sea” rather than to a force of chaos. On the other hand, note the close 
correspondence between Job 41:5[40:29] and Ps 104:26.

11J. F. Healey, “MOT  מות,” in DDD, 598-603. M. Hutter, “ABADDON  ּדון  ,in DDD ”,אב
1. For biblical attestations of mavet (môt ), cf. Job 18:13 where we see the destructive power of 
“the Firstborn of Death” (bĕkôr māvet); see also Job 28:22 where it is paired with ’ăb

¯
addôn 

(Abaddon). Both “Death” and “Destruction” are personified here. For additional texts in which 
’ab
¯
addôn is personified, cf. Job 26:6 and possibly Prov 27:20. Mavet (môt ) is also depicted 



mayîm rabbîm—GREAT WATER(S) ......................................................... menacing primordial sea12

ma‘ămaqê-yām—DEPTHS OF SEA .................................. life-ordering /-sustaining threat from sea13

mĕs.ūlâ—DEEP / DEPTHS .................................................... the primordial ocean of chaotic power14

nāhār—RIVER / RIVERS ........................... one of the expressions of chaos associated with water15

nāh.āš / nāh.āš bārîah. or ăqallātôn—SERPENT / COILING SERPENT ..... a chaos beast of land / sea16

rahab
¯
—RAHAB ................................................ chaos power of storm  (‘the troubler’ / ‘annoyer’)17
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under other names or concepts, such as drought, pestilence, or plague (see under in DDD). In the 
“Ba‘al and ‘Anat Cycle” from Ugarit, both yam(m) (Sea) and mavet (môt ) (“Death”) are enemies 
of Ba‘al, god of Storm, and thus of fertility (for this text, see Simon Parker, Ugaritic Narrative 
Poetry).   

12See biblical attestations at Exod 15:10 (variant mayîmi’addîrîm = “majestic waters”); 
Hab 3:15; Ps 29:3; 32:6; 77:19[20]; and 93:4.

13This term is tantum pluralis (always in the plural) and is attested at Isa 51:10; Ezk 
27:34; Ps 69:2-15[3-15]; and Ps 130:1. It refers to the depths of water, both physical and 
representative of chaos (cf. HALOT, 614).

14In Ps 69:1-3[2-4] and 14-15[15-16], the writer calls urgently upon Yahweh to rescue 
him from the power of his enemies. He characterizes his vulnerability before this human-induced 
chaos in a number of ways, including several references to the powers of chaos which he feels 
are about to overwhelm him: (1) “from sinking into mire” (mit.t.ît. vĕ’al-’et.bā‘â); (2) from “Deep 
Waters” (mimma‘ămaqqê-māyim); (3) from being swept away by “Flood of Water” (šibbōlet 
mayim);  (4) from being swallowed by “Deep” (mĕs.ûlâ); and (5) from the mouth of “Pit” (bĕ’ēr). 
Umberto Cassuto suggests that s.ûlâ / mĕs.ûlâ / mĕs.ûlôt (“Ocean Depths”), mayim rabbîm (“Great 
Waters”) and mayim ’addîrîm (“Mighty Waters”) should be equated with tĕhôm (“Primordial 
Deep”) and tĕhôm rabbâ (“Great Primordial Deep”); cf. Exodus: A Commentary on the Book of 
Exodus, trans. Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1967), 179. 

15F. Stolz, “RIVER נהר,” in DDD, 707-709.  In the so-called ‘Ball Cycle’ of the Ugaritic 
Epic texts, Prince Yamm and Nahar are often found parallel to one another; cf. Simon B. Parker, 
ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, SBL Writings from the Ancient World Series (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1997), 87-164. For attestations in the biblical text, see Ps 74:15; 114:3, 5 (historicized as 

the Jordan), and Hab 3:8-9.

16The serpent Apopis was one of the representations of the power of chaos in ancient 

Egypt; cf. Van Dijk, CANE 3:1704-05. Cf. Hendel, “SERPENT נחׁש,” in DDD, 744-47.  Biblical 
attestations of this element of chaos include Gen 3:1ff.; Amos 9:3; Isa 27:1 (paired with 

Leviathan); and Job 26:13.

17K. Spronk, “RAHAB  רהב,” in DDD, 684-86. For attestations of rahab in the Old 
Testament, see Isa 30:7b; 51:9-11; Job 26:12; Ps 87:4; 89:10[11]. In Job 9:13 we see the “cohorts 

/ helpers of rahab
¯
” (‘ōzĕrê rāhab

¯
).



šibbṓlet mayîm—FLOOD OF WATER ........................................................ perilous waters of chaos18

tannîn—MONSTER ................................................................ a multi-headed sea creature of chaos19

tĕhôm / tĕhôm rabbâ—DEEP / DEPTHS / GREAT DEEP .............................. primordial chaos ocean20

It is disputed as to whether earliest Israel had developed her own version of cosmological 

/ cosmogonic divine combat. Regardless of how this may have been, Israel did carefully utilize 

and adapt aspects of this ANE mythic combat pattern as a foil to highlight the sovereignty of 

Yahweh and to sharpen her ethical vision. In the process, the ANE mythic combat pattern was 

thoroughly historicized and ethicized. Thus, Yahweh is portrayed at “war” in specific arenas 

against focused targets (see Chart 2 below). This was a rhetorical and conceptual strategy to 

accentuate Yahweh’s sovereignty. As one can gather from references in the notes to Charts 1-3, 

there are ample allusions in the OT to this mythic pattern in imaginative portrayals of (a) 

Yahweh’s creation of the world; (b) the liberation of Israel from the oppression of Pharaoh;      

(c) Israel’s entrance into Canaan; (d) the maintenance of the Davidic king in peril; (e) the return 

of Israel from Babylonian exile; (f) and the anticipated annihilation of the “chaos remainder” by 

Yahweh in an eschatological consummation.21  In addition, Israel’s psalms of lament invoke 

these elements of chaos to name the enemies of the individual Israelite or of the Israelite nation at 
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18We see this chaos nemesis attested at Ps 69:2, 15[3, 16] as well as in Sir 4:26 (cf. 
HALOT, 1394). Its meaning may be literal water or the water(s) of chaos unleashed against 
humans.

19G. C. Heider, “TANNIN תנין,” in DDD, 834-36. For biblical attestations see Isa 27:1; 
51:9b; Job 7:12; and Ps 74:13b. The attestation at Gen 1:21 may refer to large sea creatures 
rather than to an element of chaos.

20B. Alster, “TIAMAT תהֹום,” in DDD, 867-69. For biblical attestations, see Exod 15:5, 
8; Isa 51:10 (where with Amos 7:4 we see tĕhôm rabbâ, “Great Deep”); Hab 3:10, Ps 77:16[17], 
Job 28:14, and probably Job 38:16.

21For the apocalyptic employment of this ancient combat motif vs. primordial chaos in the 
OT, see especially Richard J. Clifford. “The Roots of Apocalypticism in Near Eastern Myth,” in 

The Encyclopedia of Apocalypticism, Volume 1: The Origins of Apocalypticism in Judaism and 
Christianity, ed. John J. Collins (New York: Continuum, 2002), 3-38. Of course, the classic 
Christian deployment of these themes of mythic combat is the NT Apocalypse (Revelation).



the hands of ruthless oppression or injustice (see Charts 2 and 3 below).  Israel herself became 

the target of Yahweh’s “warfare” because of her covenant failures (cf. Chart 2). 

Chart 2

Israel’s Historicizing of Chaos Forces Embodied in Oppressive World Empires

Egypt

 Isa 30:7 ....................................................... “the silenced rahab
¯
” / “rahab

¯
 the Do-Nothing”

 Ps 87:4 ................. “I will record rahab
¯
22 and Babylon among those who acknowledge me”

 Ezek 29:3-5 ............................................................................... “Pharaoh, you great tannîn”
 Ezek 32:2 ........................................................ “you [Pharaoh] are like tannîn in the seas”23

Babylon

 Jer 31:54b ............................................................. “he has swallowed me like the tannîn”24    
 [Isa 27:1?] ............................................................................................................................... 25

Assyria

 Isa 8:7 ................................................................... “the waters of the mighty and vast River”26
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22This reference to Pharaoh should be read in the light of his disparaging denial of any 
5:2.

23Read kattannîn rather than the MT kattannîm. Note that the power of chaos ּנין ִ  ַּת
swallower of Israel,” cf. Terence E. Fretheim, Exodus. Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for 
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1991), 113.

24The allusion is to Nebuchadnezzar II, the destroyer of Judah and Jerusalem (cf. v. 54a).

25This text occurs in the so-called “Little Apocalypse” of Isaiah which has in view an 
beginning of a new world, as it were. It may be, however, that the references to a variety of 

Babylon. The theme would be that when Yahweh deals definitively with Babylon (the destroyer 
Temple), Yahweh will bring an end to all chaos, evil, oppression. The restoration of his people in 

Babylon, then, marks the beginning of a “new world” heretofore unseen. 

26Yahweh’s pronouncement of judgment upon both Israel and Judah, delivered during the 

of the impending Syro-Ephraimitic war.



Chart 3

Israel’s Theological & Ethical Transformation & Adaptation of the ANE Divine Combat 

Myth: Yahweh as a Divine Warrior27 

Arenas of Warfare

Creating & Sustaining Life28

Redemption / Salvation / Conquest29

Indictment / Judgment30

Eschatological Consummation31

Targets / Agents of Warfare

 Primordial chaos, disease, death  

 Israel’s historical adversaries; oppression; 
    personal life-threatening enemies 
  

 Individual immorality & rebellion; Israel & 
    Judah’s covenant failures

Yahweh destroys all chaos & contingency
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27I have modified Longman and Reid’s conceptualization as given in God is a Warrior.  
Humans, of course, present the most potent anti-creational force in the cosmos. 

28Ps 74:13-15 portrays Yahweh’s victory over yam(m), tannîn, livyātān, and nahar in his 
creation of the world. So also in Job 26:12-13 [God (’ēl) conquers yam(m), rahab

¯
, and nāh.āš 

bārîăh
˘
 at creation. In Hab 3:5 Yahweh ironically employs “Plague” (deb

¯
er) and “Pestilence” 

(rešeph) as his agents of liberation and renewal.

29Isa 51:9-10 and Ps 77:16, 19 [17, 20] portray Yahweh conquering these chaos elements 
in liberating Israel from Egypt rahab

¯
, tannîn, yam(m), tĕhôm rabbâ, and ma‘ămaqqê-yam(m) (Isa 

51) and tĕhômôt (Primordial Depths) and mayîm rabbîm (in Ps 77; cf. also Exod 15:5, 8, 10).  Ps 
114 portrays Israel’s exodus and entry into Canaan in terms of God’s cosmic victories over 
yam(m) and nahar (here historicized as the Jordan). Hab 3:3-15 recounts in mythological 
language the victory of Yahweh over Israel’s historical enemies in cosmic terms. There Yahweh 
marches toward Canaan triumphing along the way over nĕhārôt (Rivers), yam(m), tĕhôm, and 
mayîm rabbîm, cf. vss. 8-10, 15.  In Ps 69:1-3[2-4], 14-15[15-16], the writer experiences “chaos” 
brought against him from human enemies as (1) ma‘ămaqqê-māyim; (2) from šibbōlet mayim; (3) 
from mĕs.ûlâ; and (4) from “Pit” (bĕ’ēr), i.e. the grave or šĕ’ôl. 

30Through the Flood of Noah’s day, God dismantled, as it were, the cosmic structures. At 
the opening of the windows of heaven (i.e. the collapse of the firmament), and the bursting of the 
fountains of tĕhôm rabbâ, the “Primordial Ocean” (mabbûl) returns to cover the face of the earth 
(Gen 6:17; 7:6-7, 10, 11). Without reference to “Flood” or “Depths,” Jeremiah portrays 
Yahweh’s judgment upon Judah and Jerusalem as a reversal of cosmological activity. Primordial 
chaos and void (tōhû vāb

¯
ōhû) envelope the earth; the light in the heavens gives way to darkness; 

topography and fecundity are reduced to desert, creaturely life vanishes (Jer 4:23-28). Here 

Yahweh is sovereign over both cosmos and chaos.

31In the so-called “Isaianic Apocalypse” of Isa 24-27,  Yahweh delivers a death-dealing 
blow to livyātān nāh.āš bārîăh. , livyātān nāh.āš  ăqallātôn and to tannîn  (Isa 27:1).



What is Necessary for the Generation of a Moral Realm? 

In early Israel’s world view, there was a tendency to attribute every blessing and every 

contingency to the explicit hand of Yahweh. By the 9th century B.C., this viewpoint began to 

change. The existence of Israel (Samaria) and Judah (Jerusalem) was threatened not only by a 

unifying Aramean state in Syria but more especially by an imperial westward expansion of the  

Neo-Assyrian empire. After Assyria conquered and dispersed to the four winds the northern 

kingdom of Israel  (722 B.C.), late seventh-century B.C. Judah was confronted by the yawning 

chasm of Neo-Babylonian might in the person of Nebuchadnezzar II. Following the death of 

Josiah (609 B.C.), Judean exile to Babylonia was immanent. Nebuchadnezzar’s arrival at the 

gates of Jerusalem signaled the loss of all the remaining realities and symbols from which Israel 

derived her identity—Land, Temple, Priesthood, Cult, and Davidic dynasty. Israel was severed 

from both her past and future. The weight of the exigencies of the past two hundred years had 

brought about a collapse of the explanatory power of causality and dual retribution as 

traditionally understood. Israel’s covenant theology was in such a crisis that a cosmogonic shift 

in world view began to emerge.

The beginnings of this shift can be exemplified from the book of Job.32 In the wake of the 

catastrophe of 586 B.C., Israel’s thought world was at a critical turning point. Out of the storm-

theophany (chps. 38-41), Yahweh expounds to Job that His world is far more complex than the 

old categories of interpretation could have imagined. Here Yahweh draws upon language and 

imagery in the repertoire of the ANE mythic pattern of divine combat vs. chaos. However, 

Behemot and Leviathan are invoked as labels only in order to illustrate that the cosmos is a wild 

and precarious place. To understand such a cosmos, not to mention domesticate it is beyond the 

pale for humankind.  From Yahweh’s exposé of the created order that we find there, we learn that 

a sphere of contingency, exigency, or anomaly (chaos, if you will) exists in creation which was 
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32The trajectory of the decline of traditional understandings of dual retribution comes to 
an end in some wisdom circles with Qohelet at about 300 B.C. Dual retribution survived in other 
circles (cf. Sirah.  and Qumran)



an integral part of Yahweh’s plan for His cosmos from the beginning. Thus chaos is part of the 

fabric of cosmos by design. This chaos should not be thought of as personified entities as it was 

conceived by the ANE world at large, however. In Yahweh’s inhabited world, this chaos 

expresses itself in two ways:  (1) through contingency or exigency that is part and parcel of the 

physical world created by Yahweh; and (2) through humankind’s moral and ethical choices that 

are out of alignment with Yahweh’s will. Thus, there is a dual “freedom” in the cosmos. In both 

the physical habitation itself and in the moral realm of its inhabitants there is the presence and 

potential for both order and contingency—cosmos and chaos. Within human minds and hearts— 

humans made in Yahweh’s image and likeness—there is always the possibility of choosing 

between alignment with or rebellion against the will of God. Both spheres of “freedom” —the 

physical world and the human heart—require constant corralling and domestication. The 

interfacing of the two spheres of order and contingency in space and time forms a generative 

matrix of moral possibility. Thus, an arena, if you will, comes into being where humans may 

endeavor to achieve moral and ethical responsibility before God and humankind. Yahweh invites 

Job (and us) to become His partner in this arena by fulfilling two roles: (a) by contributing to the 

continuing struggle of domesticating physical contingencies within the created order; and (b) in 

seeking to corral the rebellion vs. the will of God within human minds, hearts, and societies. We 

must remember that Job is “everyman”.
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